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WaterField iPhone Wallet Solves iPhone 7 Lightning Adapter Storage Issue
Published on 09/08/16
With their recent Kickstarter campaign launch, WaterField Designs' new Intrepid iPhone
Travel Wallet solves the issue of where to store the new Apple Lightning adapter, EarPods
or Bluetooth AirPods. Ideal for business travel, the Intrepid Wallet with RFID-blocking
has play-through capability and keeps the iPhone 7, its accessories, a Passport, foreign
currency, and other travel essentials together in one compact case. It is available as a
reward via their Kickstarter campaign until September 25.
San Francisco, California - The WaterField Designs Intrepid iPhone Travel Wallet provides
business travelers and early iPhone 7 adopters with a storage solution to keep track of
the Apple Lightning adapter, Ear Pods or AirPods. Available now through September 25th via
Kickstarter and at MSRP from the WaterField website, the Intrepid includes a play-through
screen, RFID-blocking capability, storage for travel necessities - a passport, currency,
cards, tickets, and a Micro Wallet, optimal for stowing the new essential Apple
accessories. WaterField Designs has been designing and manufacturing custom laptop
sleeves, bags, and cases for digital gear in its San Francisco studio since 1998.
"The Bluetooth-enabled AirPods, or the Lightning headphone adapter and EarPods that come
with the iPhone 7, can be easy to lose or misplace," explained company owner, Gary
Waterfield. "Most iPhone cases only protect the phone itself, but the Intrepid does that
and much more. We designed it for business travelers with a play-through iPhone 7
compartment, storage space for travel necessities - passport foreign currency, credit and
metro cards - and a Micro Wallet for coins, or the new AirPods, EarPods or Lightning
adapter."
The Intrepid Travel Wallet is a custom-fitted iPhone 7 case, RFID-blocking wallet and
travel pouch all in one. Two interior side pockets hold credit cards, hotel card-keys and
metro tickets while its main compartment stashes domestic or foreign bills and a pen. An
included zippered ballistic nylon pouch, the Micro Wallet, fits inside the main
compartment and secures coins, keys or accessories like AirPods, EarPods or the Lightning
adapter, a handy perk whether commuting to work or ready to doze off on an international
flight. The Intrepid's custom, Ultrausuede(R)-lined iPhone compartment is fronted by a
play-through, scannable screen that allows users to access the phone for texts, emails and
apps, and to scan a boarding pass without removing the phone from the protective case. The
case is available in black or brown premium, full-grain leather.
WaterField's additional iPhone 7 case offerings include the holster-style Spinn Case and
the PERALTA Abby Case for women, both of which allow for hands-free phone use, and the
Finn Wallet, the Cycling Club Pouch and the Cycling Ride Pouch all of which offer phone
protection and varied storage capabilities.
Pricing and Availability:
The WaterField Designs Intrepid Travel Wallet is available as a reward via the WaterField
Designs Kickstarter page until September 25, 11:59 PST or for pre-order from the
WaterField Designs website.
The Intrepid Travel Wallet:
* Reward #1: Intrepid iPhone 7 Travel Wallet - October shipment. $75 - 24% off $99 MSRP.
[Sold out]
* Reward #2: Intrepid iPhone 7 Travel Wallet - October shipment. $79 - 20% off $99 MSRP.
[Sold out]
* Reward #3: Intrepid iPhone 7 Travel Wallet - Early November shipment. $79 - 20% off $99
MSRP.
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* Reward #4: Globetrotter Kit - Intrepid Wallet - Padded Gear Pouch - October shipment.
$119 - 25% off MSRP. [Sold out]
* Reward #5: Globetrotter Kit - Intrepid Wallet - Padded Gear Pouch - Early November
shipment. $119 - 25% off MSRP.
* Pre-Order: Intrepid iPhone 7 Travel Wallet, from WaterField Designs website - Late
November shipment. $99.
Colors Black or brown premium, naturally-tanned, full-grain leather. Includes black,
ballistic nylon Micro Wallet zippered pouch.
Dimensions and weight: iPhone 7 - 6.75 x 4.25 x .75 inches; 3.2 oz. iPhone 7 Plus - 7.3 x
5 x .75 inches; 5.6 oz. (Also fits: these or other similarly-sized phones: iPhone 6s/6s
Plus, Samsung Note 5, Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge, Nexus 6P, LG V10, and OnePlus 3.)
Additional iPhone Cases, available now at the WaterField Designs website:
Spinn Case - $59 to $69. Black, chocolate or grizzly leather.
Abby Case - $79. Black or mahogany leather. Blue/gold "Plaza" or red "Gala" Luna(R)
textile.
Finn Wallet - $49. Black, camel, cowboy, forest, grey, or red leather. Tan canvas. Black
nylon.
Cycling Club Pouch - $59 Black ballistic or brown canvas.
Cycling Ride Pouch - $79. Grizzly or black leather.
WaterField Designs:
https://www.sfbags.com
Intrepid iPhone Travel Wallet:
https://www.sfbags.com/collections/iphone-cases/products/intrepid-iphone-7-travel-wallet
Kickstarter Campaign:
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/waterfielddesigns/the-intrepid-travel-wallet-foriphone-7-made-in-us?ref=nav_search
YouTube Video (Intrepid iPhone Travel Wallet):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i_28xsigYCo
Screenshot:
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0281/2796/products/Travel-Wallet-frontGrizzly-6_1_grande.jpg?v=1473227108

WaterField Designs is an innovative San Francisco designer and manufacturer of bags and
cases for tech-savvy consumers who want to stylishly and responsibly transport their
technology. WaterField manufactures custom-fitted, high-quality cases and bags for a
full-range of laptop computers, smartphones, tablets, gaming devices and other digital
gear. WaterField Designs, Intrepid Travel Wallet, iPhone Spinn Case, iPhone Finn Wallet,
iPhone Abby Case, Cycling Club Pouch and Cycling Ride Pouch are trademarks of WaterField
Designs. Other company and product names may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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